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Ⅰ. Hong Jiyoon, a Pioneer in Art Experiments

Although Hong Jiyoon was trained in Asian ink 
painting, her multifaceted practice leaves no 
medium untouched. At the center of it all are the 
philosophies espoused by her predecessors in ink—
the shared origin of calligraphy and painting; the 
trinitary body of poetry, calligraphy and painting; 
and the shared usage of paper, brush and ink. Hong 
seeks diverse transformations and convergence 
of modern media by employing the principles that 
form the foundations of traditional ink painting.
While the majority of Asian artists trained in classical 
painting adhere adamantly to the use of traditional 
tools, Hong is also skilled in computer-based 
design. Her curiosity about new media steered 
her into a 3-D animation course at Yonsei Digital 
Hollywood in 2001. Later on, she experimented 
with a video interpretation of ink monochrome, and 
sought the convergence of fine art and design. In 
2008, Hong merged high art with pop art in her LED 
installation A Partner for Life (2008) on the Samsung 
Life Insurance Building in Seoul. Her stylized 
vernacular of distinctive typefaces, reccuring 
motifs of birds and flowers, and thematic focus on 
people, come together to form the so-called “three 
perfections”—mastery over poetry, calligraphy and 
painting. Her paintings convey an Asian identity, yet 
also relate to modernization and globalization. 
Hong’s success can be understood in terms of her 
openness toward the universal language of art 
objects, installations and media art, as well as her 
understanding of the international art scene. Unlike 
some Korean artists who have become art world 
darlings, Hong maintains a distinct Korean aesthetic 
in her paintings. 
The artist’s works prove that it is impossible 
to develop a distinct cultural identity without 
deep roots in Korea’s history, traditions and 
cultural heritage. Universal art is synonymous 
with generically Westernized art, and cannot be 
recognized as truly universal at all; rather, it is a 
means for standardization in contemporary art. Can 
such art be sustained? If we ignore our own culture, 
traditions and history, contemporary Korean art 
will not survive shifting trends or the test of time, 
and any hopes for recognition of Korean masters 
and their classics is very slim. Considering how few 
Korean artists on the international scene invoke 
their heritage, the future of Korean art is bleak. 
Those are the conditions under which we discuss 
Hong’s work. She does not chase trends. She seeks 
modern aesthetics based on her affection for the 

cultural and artistic traditions of her heritage. 
As time passes, her attitude and approach will 
be recognized as what defined her uniqueness 
in a cutthroat global art scene. Although her 
competitors participate quietly and in good will, 
it is a fierce race, identified by cultural affiliation. 
The international rivalry is shifting toward 
segregations between distinct national identities. 
It would be farcical for a Korean artist to mimic 
the artistic heritage of the UK, or for an African 
artist to pretend to be Japanese. 
Hong recognized this absurdity in her 20s, 
and devoted herself to Korean painting with 
paper, brush and ink. She studied both the 
abstract and the conceptual, while creating 
thousands of works, including drawings. Aside 
from familiarizing herself with depicting the 
Four Gracious Plants—plum blossom, orchid, 
chrysanthemum and bamboo—which represent 
the four seasons and are quintessential 
images in traditional Asian ink wash paintings, 
Hong mastered a variety of aesthetic rules 
and principles for the painting of traditional 
landscapes. Her competence with colored ink and 
ink monochrome also show a strong foundation 
with expressive technical proficiency. The brilliant 
cardinal colors that are the background to her 
flowers, birds and figures of women, presented 
in garish fluorescence, were achieved through 
the artist’s accommodation of new ideas and 
techniques drawn from her sound foundation in 
colored ink painting.
Like the legend of the mythical metal-munching 
monster Bulgasari, Hong gravitates toward 
whatever interests her, experiments with it and 
boldly assimilates it into her creations. Her mother 
was a fashion designer, so Hong developed an 
eye for fashion at a young age. This personal 
connection fueled her collaboration with fashion 
designer Choi Boko in 2010, when Hong created 
a dress inspired by her trademark flowers, which 
was showcased at that year’s Korea Fashion 
Festival. Later on, she was also involved in art 
product development.
Korean painting is rooted in the tradition of three 
perfections—mastery over poetry, calligraphy and 
painting. Its practice is the manifestation of a form 
of virtuous scolarship called the seonbi spirit, as 
well as the lofty cultural traditions of a Confucian 
society. In a bygone era, the seonbi, or virtuous 
scholars, would gather under a gazebo, spread 
open rice paper, write poetry and calligraphy, and 
paint. These actions were perceived as elegant 
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self-expressions, but also a form of communication 
adopted by the literati. Their poems were written in 
quadrisyllabic or pentasyllabic meters, and featured 
half-rhymes and alliterations. Verses that followed 
such schemes were exchanged, and that was how 
they felt out each other’s true intentions and sought 
consensus. During the Joseon dynasty (1392–1910), 
the literati were indissociable from politics. They 
would gather in poetry meetings where literature, 
painting, music and choreography in the form of 
composite art was realized in everyday life. More 
specifically, this was part of gisaeng culture, in 
which artists were employed by the ruling class 
to provide entertainment. Hong’s performances 
today frequently express the traditional aspects of 
communal society found in gisaeng culture in the 
form of audience participation. Her video Are you 
Crazy Honey? Cosmos Is Chaos/Chaos Is Cosmos 
(2013), which features children emulating her 
actions of painting a black wall with fluorescent 
paint, shows us how Hong draws in those who view 
her work.
The combination of poetry, calligraphy and painting 
is a primary feature of Hong’s works. Although 
based on paper, brush and ink, her works are 
more accessible than the highbrow paintings by 
the seonbi in the Joseon dynasty. Her creations 
are notably experimental, as seen by her use of 
bright fluorescent colors, which were forbidden 
umder the literati tradition. Some of her works even 
occasionally feature female nudes, even though 
Korean society remains conservative and shuns 
nudity. Hong’s openness to new ideas is based 
on a spirit of defiance and rebellion against such 
traditions, which is particularly provocative in 
Korea’s cultural climate. The artist has also written 
some 900 poems, and incorporated them into her 
paintings. This has become her trademark. Many 
in Korea follow her work; she is so influential that a 
master’s thesis in design was written to analyze her 
handwriting, shattering the long-standing barrier 
between fine art and design.

Ⅱ. Asian Fusion and Artistic Practice 

In 2015, Hong published Asian Fusion, a collection 
of her artwork and poetry. The book’s publication 
suggests great ambition, but leaves us wondering 
where the artist is headed. I speculate that the title 
implies the artist’s mixed sentiment of countering 
Western influences while boldly accepting them. 
Her irresisible affability and affinity for cultural 

assimilation are the result of a tireless spirit of 
experimentation that is willing to absorb even the 
most disparate elements of new encounters, and 
an avant-garde attitude that knows no bounds. 
Diversity characterizes fusion. For instance, the 
United States is a multiracial society that fuses 
different cultures. Therefore, “multiculturalism” 
refers to the condition in the US, where no culture 
or race can be preferred over another. 
Hong’s undergraduate studies in Korean painting 
and her PhD thesis, “Plural combination through 
creative poetry and variation in modern oriental 
paintings,” are on the same trajectory as her spirit 
of fusion. Her imagination is a melting pot: first 
assimilating the medium of painting, but later 
absorbing photography, performance, fashion, 
art product illustration, animation, media art, 
public art, book publication and design. Her 
works have been presented in Hong Kong, Japan, 
China, Germany, France, Italy and other European 
nations. Her art that is rooted in handwriting 
shows sculptural potential. Moving forward, 
her future work may even place her among the 
ranks of the great artists who enjoy international 
recognition. 
Asian Fusion is both a confirmation of Asian 
aesthetics and an aesthetical exploration. It 
has the imaginative potential to develop into a 
large-scale public art project. However, the full 
realization of Hong’s imagination, as manifested 
from her calligraphic arts, is achievable only 
through collaboration. This took place in 
Novmeber 2016 at the Fringe Club, a major culture 
and arts space in Hong Kong, in the form of a 
landmark public art project. She also exhibited at 
the 2016 Beijing Design Week sponsored by the 
Chinese government. 
These are continuations of her work abroad. 
In 2012, Hong was invited to the Herald Forum 
alongside international art dignitaries such as 
Tadao Ando and Zhang Xiaogang. Two years prior, 
her artistic practice on the aesthetic identity of 
Asia was highlighted at the “Rainbow Asia—Pearl 
of the World Art, East Asia Art” exhibition (2010) 
at Hangaram Art Museum, Seoul Arts Center. For 
the exhibition, Hong closely covered the life of a 
family that emigrated from Pakistan to Korea 20 
years before; 10 Days in India showed scenes from 
ten days of documenting the Muslim couple, who 
owned an Indian food restaurant in the Yongsan 
district of Seoul. It was a masterful fusion art 
piece combining verse, media art, installation 
art and performance, revolving around the 
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immigrant couple. In 10 Days in India, the artist 
made the daring decision to feature the couple 
as protagonists instead of peripheral characters. 
Hong dressed the wife in clothes designed to match 
the motif and asked her to write poems in Urdish, 
a mixture of Urdu and English. She also created 
wallpapers that reinterpret the Indian and Pakistani 
folk designs adorning the restaurant. Altogether, 10 
Days in India is the result of Hong’s explorations in 
cultural communication. 

Ⅲ. Experimenting with Large-scale Paintings and 
the Aesthetic Convergence of the East and the 
West 

Hong is adept at producing large-scale works. The 
dimensions of her canvases normally exceed 500 
ho (a standard canvas size in Korea, approximately 
333.3 by 248.5 cm). Painting with a mix of ink 
and fluorescent acrylics, she creates a florid 
composition with depth. Composed of three 
canvases, the center panel of Let Me Be Sure to 
Wear Some Flowers in Your Heart 3 (2013) reads 
“gorgeous” in Sino-Korean characters, while those 
on either side are painted with her distinct choice 
of colors and freely flowing spirited strokes that 
convene as collected blossoms. This is Hong’s 
quintessential piece; it does a fine job of conveying 
the beauty of her inner world. Flower World (2014) 
again features Sino-Korean characters alongside 
painted flowers, and is recognized as the artist’s 
effort to juxtapose image and typography as 
equals, to bridge the gap between signifier and 
signified. Hong’s strategy of juxtaposing text and 
image in her paintings can be traced back to the 
tradition of recognizing the three art forms of 
poetry, calligraphy and paintings, as one. She finds 
new value in seemingly obsolete cultural forms in 
Korea and other East Asian regions, and daringly 
incorporates them into her works, at times with 
a modern twist. Standing on the Hollyhock Field 
(2014) borrows from a poem by the Confucian 
scholar Choe Chiwon from the Unified Silla period 
(ca. 900 CE). Hong wrote the verses on negative 
space of the canvas, in Chinese characters as they 
were originally written, and drew brilliant red 
flowers over the rich blue background. As one of the 
most daring and colorful pieces among the artist’s 
work, it reveals the Bohemian side of her artistic 
nature. 
In addition to large and visually unrestrained media 
facades, Hong has also been highly interested in 

creating installation art. The most notable is Being 
and Dead, Meet & Separate (2001), inspired by the 
brilliant literary figure Yi Sang (1910–1937), who 
experimented with Dadaism and surrealism as 
an avant-garde writer. This installation is based 
on the description of a 1930s room in Yi’s novel 
Meetings and Farewells (1936) which belonged to 
the protagonist’s love interest, a gisaeng named 
Geum-hong. Hong reinterpreted Yi’s writing by 
adding objects from her own imagination and 
antique furniture obtained at flea markets. By 
exploring the relationships of the lovers, Hong 
sought a moral archetype for the postmodern age, 
one with uncertain destinies and confused values. 
The mise-en-scène was gorgeous, yet its doleful 
roots were evident. Delicate poetic sentiments 
shone through with a distinct touch unique to 
Hong. 
The artist’s paintings attempt to intersect 
literature and paintings by embedding her own 
poems onto the canvas. This practice not only 
adheres to the traditional principle that poetry, 
calligraphy and painting exist as a single body, 
but it is also closely related to Hong’s acceptance 
of the cultural traditions of postmodern Western 
society. As the Roman lyric poet Horace said, 
“Ut pictura poesis,” acknowledging that poetry 
merits the same careful interpretation usually 
reserved for painting. Hong’s “Life Is Beautiful” 
series (2008) splices together painting and poetry, 
resisting the established practice of limiting 
painting to imagery. The artist acts so that her 
audience can visualize paintings as they read 
poetry, and recall her poems as they view the 
images in her paintings. With those links, the artist 
speaks of the emotional impact of love as well as 
the meaning of being human. 
Asia encompasses diverse ideologies, religions, 
skin tones, cultural traditions and geographical 
characteristics. How can a single value system 
integrate all of them? Perhaps, art based on 
empathy can embrace these divergent systems. 
Hong’s faith in art is the concept behind Asian 
Fusion. She seeks the gaps between different sets 
of Asian values and cultural forms by exploring the 
abundance of artistic and aesthetic achievements 
rooted in Asia; and in turn, she uses them as a 
springboard for her own works to ensure constant 
evolution. Hong said in her book Asian Fusion, 
“Countless layers come together to become 
something new. That is very basic to the world 
of art. Asian Fusion exists in those gaps, and is a 
colorful visualization of those layers.” 
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In the same book, Hong characterizes herself as an 
artist from East Asia who is “constantly questioning 
the value of life, keeping a record of those questions 
and answers, and seek[ing] the convergence of 
art and the humanities based on those records—
ultimately [looking for] the complete unobstructed 
interpenetration of things.” It is this playful scrutiny 
that draws us to her work time and time again.

C
ritic
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Could you tell us about your current projects, and 
then maybe we could talk about some past things?

The Changwon Sculpture Biennale is a very rare cultural 
event; there are only two or three others like it in 
the world. Changwon is the home of famous Korean 
sculptors: Kim Chong-young, and also Moon Shin, Park 
Jong-bae, Park Suk-won, Kim Young-won. Kim Chong-
young was born in 1915, and Moon Shin [1923–1995] was 
a little younger. Changwon City is very proud of these 
five great artists. They’re part of its cultural history. The 
mayor of Changwon City declared it to be a special 
city of culture and art. The theme of the 2016 biennale 
is, “We Created Things; Things Created Us.” There are 
three categories: one is the outdoor exhibition—normal 
sculpture works, abstract [pieces] or installations—and 
the other is an indoor exhibition at Sungsan Art Hall. 
[The] Henraux Sculpture Award from Carrara in Italy was 
also one of [the] great special exhibitions I organized. 
There, we looked at “materialistic imagination,” which 
is a concept from the French philosopher Gaston 
Bachelard. I wanted to convert his concept into the 
five elements of Chinese philosophy: fire, water, wood, 
metal, earth. I made categories from the 68 invited 
artists according to these elements. There are Korean 
and international artists, like Mimmo Paladino, who 
I met him in Milan. He donated one of his very large 
horse sculptures. Also, I invited Novello Finotti, one 
of the masters of Italian sculpture; Michelangelo 
Pistoletto, a master of Arte Povera in Italy; and Park 
Eun-sun, who is very active in Europe. Orlan also 
participated. She’s my old friend.

Before this biennale, you were also involved in the early 
Gwangju biennales, correct?
Yes, I was a curator of the special exhibition at the 
1995 Gwangju Biennale, as well as in 2000. In 2000, 
I curated the exhibition of Korean dansaekhwa and 
Japanese mono-ha art at the Gwangju Museum of Art. 
That was the first time I used the term dansaekhwa 

[“monochrome painting”]. It was a big risk for me. No 
one used my term after that. I was very alone. I tried 
to disperse the term; I wrote more than 30 critical 
essays about dansaekhwa, in Korean and English. 
Kim Mi-Kyung, who was a very famous art historian, 
who unfortunately passed away this year, she always 
insisted on dansaekjo [“monotone”]. 

So how long had you been following Korean 
monochrome paintings before using the term 
“dansaekhwa”?

I started my career as an artist in 1976. I graduated 
from Hongik University, College of Fine Arts, in 
Western-style painting, and I also graduated from 
the graduate school of Hongik University, from the 
Department of Aesthetics. At the time, I worked 
with my senior colleagues in the S.T. (Space & Time) 
Group, a very avant-garde, experimental group. 
At the time, I thought of directing myself toward 
monochrome painting and Korean minimalism. There 
were not many galleries or museums in Korea. In 
Seoul, in the 1970s, there was a single huge exhibition 
hall, the National Museum of Contemporary Art, 
located in Deoksugung Palace. There, I saw many 
dansaekhwa paintings, and the trend [emerging]. At 
the time, [there was] the École de Seoul, which was 
founded in 1975 by Park Seobo, a great dansaekhwa 
artist, and also the Seoul Contemporary Art Festival 
[Seoul Hyundae-misul-je], [founded] in 1975; and 
there was the Indépendants [group that] had been 
founded in 1972. The two young representative 
dansaekhwa artists, Lee Dong-youb and Hur-hwang, 
showed their paintings there, and Lee Ufan selected 
them for the first and second prizes. Park Seobo was 
the vice president of the Korea Fine Arts Association 
from 1970 to 1977, and he had the power to select 
the artists for the Paris Biennale and the São Paulo 
Bienal. Then, he was elected as president of the Korea 
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Fine Arts Association, [where he served from] 1978 to 
1980. He had started the dansaekhwa style with his 
exhibition in 1973 at the Muramatsu Gallery in Tokyo; 
and the same year, at the Myeongdong Gallery in Seoul. 
Dansaekhwa gradually became the center, or the main 
trend, of Korean contemporary art. It was very hard for 
the audience to understand, and even for the artists like 
me, because there were no images. It was just flat, and 
whole abstract surfaces were very simple, like American 
minimalism. “What is this?” I was asking myself at the 
time. “Is it painting? What is it? It looks like wallpaper.”
 

When did you transition from being an artist to a 
curator and a critic?

I started working as a curator in 1987 and as an art critic 
since 1990. My joke is that I am the “cri-cur-artist”—a 
critic plus curator plus artist. I’m interested in curation, 
but my major interest is art criticism. I’ve co-published 
15 books and 10 solo publications. Korean Informel art 
was my main subject, but I have devoted myself to 
dansaekhwa for the last 16 years. But I am interested 
in the Korean avant-garde and mostly performance 
art, because I am also a performance artist, since 1977. 
I organized the Seoul International Performance Art 
Festival (SIPAF) in 2000 in Seoul, Insa-dong. I invited 
Orlan and Stelarc, Tatsumi Orimoto from Japan, 
Władysław Kaźmierczak from Poland and many artists, 
even though we had a very small budget. 

Was that the most memorable exhibition that you 
curated?

Yes, but also “The Facets of Korean and Japanese 
Contemporary Art,” in 2000, at the Gwangju Museum of 
Art, which was the first encounter between dansaekhwa 
and mono-ha artists. And later, “Dansaekhwa: Korean 
Monochrome Painting,” at the National Museum of 
Contemporary Art, in 2012. I have curated more than 80 
shows, domestically and internationally. 
I also remember one from 1995, when I curated 
“Rebellion of Space: Korea’s Object, Installation and 
Performance Art 1967–1995.” That year, 1967, was 
a very important year for Korean avant-garde art. 
After the Informel movement, the young generation 
showed their very experimental art through the 

Young Artists Coalition, composed of three groups: 
Group Mu, from the Chinese character mu, which 
means “nothingness,” which was related to Korean 
happenings; Shin Jun [Group], meaning “New 
Exhibition”; and Origin Group, which was for 
geometrical painting. The first Happening in Korean 
art history was Happening with Vinyl Umbrella and 
Candle [December 16, 1967] with the Mu and Shin Jun 
groups. At the time, they were mostly in their mid- to 
late twenties, and graduates of Hongik University. 

What motivated your change from being an artist to 
being an art critic and a curator?

I had always had writing talent. I won the grand prize 
in my school competition. I sometimes wrote poems 
and fiction. In 1990, there was a competition from 
the Dong-a Ilbo Daily Newspaper. I applied with my 
critical essay, “Why Don’t You Sneeze, Rrose Sélavy?” 
It was a parody of Marcel Duchamp. I wanted to show 
my position on the postmodern condition. It was my 
official debut as a critic. Then, I started writing for 
many newspapers and magazines. 

What interested you about performance art? 

In my days at Hongik University, I tried to paint, but 
I lost interest. I found it very boring. I was yawning 
in front of the canvas. So I stopped and turned to 
performance art. Since 1976, I began my performance 
art career, but then I stopped in the 1990s to 
concentrate on art criticism. But now, since 2009, I 
have restarted showing my performance art using 
many artistic names. I have almost 30 artistic names, 
mainly on Facebook. I use masks, and have many 
different styles. I hide my identity as an art critic and a 
curator. I’m inspired by a very famous Korean scholar 
and artist Kim Jeong-hui who lived in 19th century 
and had 334 artistic names. The best-known ones 
are Chusa and Wandang. I display photographs from 
my performances or my poems on my Facebook. It’s 
a protest against commercialism. New creations are 
coming out of the fingertips—everyone is creating 
using mobile phones!

Are you more interested in writing, or revealing or 
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showing Korean 20th-century art movements—or more 
current, contemporary, cutting-edge styles?
I’m interested in the future of art. For example, on the 
eve of the millennium, the 31st of December, 1999, 
from 10:00 p.m. until midnight, I invited 30 Korean 
performance artists and two installation artists to the 
Theater Zero, in front of Hongik University, run by 
Korean actor/pantomimist Shim Chul Jong. We had no 
money, but I curated the show in one month. I designed 
the poster and the booklets. It was a Dada-style 
millennium show; all volunteers; very avant-garde and 
experimental. 

What do you think is still needed in the Korean art 
scene? What is the future outlook for critics and 
curators?

In the future, the role of art critic and curator will be 
even more important. At the moment, the situation 
is like a ship without a captain. Commercialism, or 
capitalism, is very dangerous. It has almost reached 
its limits. There’s no vision for the future. The fate of 
humankind is such that, if we go further in the future, 
then it’s very difficult to change direction. The Korean 
art scene is very seriously dominated and affected by 
commercialism. The art is becoming more fancy, day 
by day. If we go to KIAF, or any art fair, there is no great 
art, just fancy and beautiful artworks. Those works 
cannot awaken human beings to see the condition of 
their future. 
But it’s very difficult to survive as an artist in the Korean 
artist scene. Rich artists are very rare; maybe just one 
percent. Most artists cannot survive without income 
from selling their artworks. So they lose their critical 
viewpoint as members of the avant-garde. There’s only 
a pseudo-avant-garde in the Korean art scene. There’s 
no great or experimental work. There’s no resistance. 
So curators and critics have to recover this situation. 
“Criticism,” in its original meaning, came from the 
Greek word “crisis.” We used to have Joseph Beuys or 
Nam June Paik, and many others; now we have Marina 
Abramović and Orlan, who are now the best artists 
because they criticize the situation of things. 
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Flower World
2014
Acrylic on canvas
116x80cm



HONG Jiyoon

Let me be sure to wear some flowers in your heart - You are my 
everything you are my soul
2013
Acrylic on wooden car
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Let me be sure to wear 
some flowers in your 
mind_Life is
2013
acrylic & ink on Jang-Ji 
(Korean paper), folding 
screen
320x250cm

Let me be sure to wear some flowers in your heart_
Gorgeous
2013
Ink & acrylic on Korean Mulberry paper 210x450cm



HONG Jiyoon

Standing on the hollyhock field
2014
Acrylic on canvas
220x640cm
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Life is Colorful_ Korean Fashion and Culture Festival
2010
National Museum of Korea



HONG Jiyoon

Let me be sure to wear some flowers in your mind_Life is
2013
Acrylic & ink on Jang-Ji (Korean paper), folding screen
320x250cm

Life is Beautiful
2008
Single channel video, 8 min
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10 Days in India
2010
Installation View



HONG Jiyoon
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An Ocean Of Mother Nature-Gorgeous Border 
2012
single channel video, 6 min


